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‘‘Intrinsic’’ profiles and capillary waves at homopolymer interfaces: A Monte Carlo study

A. Werner, F. Schmid, M. Mu¨ller, and K. Binder
Institut für Physik, Universita¨t Mainz, D-55099 Mainz, Germany

~Received 14 August 1998!

A popular concept that describes the structure of polymer interfaces by ‘‘intrinsic profiles’’ centered around
a two-dimensional surface, the ‘‘local interface position,’’ is tested by extensive Monte Carlo simulations of
interfaces between demixed homopolymer phases in symmetric binary(AB) homopolymer blends, using the
bond fluctuation model. The simulations are done in anL3L3D geometry. The interface is forced to run
parallel to theL3L planes by imposing periodic boundary conditions in these directions and fixed boundary
conditions in theD direction, with one side favoringA and the other side favoringB. Intrinsic profiles are
calculated as a function of the ‘‘coarse graining length’’B by splitting the system into columns of sizeB
3B3D and averaging in each column over profiles relative to the local interface position. The results are
compared to predictions of the self-consistent field theory. It is shown that the coarse graining length can be
chosen such that the interfacial width matches that of the self-consistent field profiles and that for this choice
of B the ‘‘intrinsic’’ profiles compare well with the theoretical predictions. Our simulation data suggest that
this ‘‘optimal’’ coarse graining lengthB0 exhibits a dependence of the formB053.8wSCF(123.1/xN), where
wSCF is the interfacial width,N the chain length, andx the Flory-Huggins parameter.
@S1063-651X~99!05801-8#

PACS number~s!: 61.41.1e, 68.55.2a, 68.10.2m
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I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer blends@1,2# are examples of systems that c
usually be described very well by mean field theories: Due
the chain connectivity, the effective range of interactions
tween polymers, which is roughly the extension of t
chains, becomes very large for high molecular weights
according to the Ginzburg criterion, the critical region
which critical fluctuations become important is very small
a result@3#. Hence, fluctuations can usually be neglected
cept in the ultimate vicinity of the critical point.

If interfaces are present, however, there exists a type
fluctuation that survives even deep in the two-phase reg
This is because the interface breaks a continuous symm
the translational invariance. As a consequence, lo
wavelength transversal excitations come into existe
~Goldstone bosons!. The energy of these ‘‘capillary waves
of the local interface position@4# vanishes as the waveleng
approaches infinity. These fluctuations are not taken into
count in mean field approximations. Nevertheless, th
strongly influence all quantities that depend on transve
degrees of freedom.

For example, the interfacial waves contribute to the to
width of the interface in a way that it diverges logarithm
cally with the lateral system size@4#. In other words, the
apparent width of the interface depends on the length s
on which the interface is studied. This important observat
is not just of academic interest, but is also relevant for te
nical reasons: The mechanical stability of interfaces is t
great extent determined by the number of entanglements
tween polymers of different type, which is in turn close
related to the interfacial width on the length scale of at m
the radius of gyrationRg . On the other hand, experimen
that measure the interfacial width usually work with late
resolutions characterized by much larger length sca
PRE 591063-651X/99/59~1!/728~11!/$15.00
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Hence the experimental results cannot be directly relate
the mechanical properties and a careful analysis of capil
wave effects is required@5,6#.

Despite their success in the description of general b
thermodynamics, mean field approaches thus apparently
to capture essential properties of polymer interfaces. Ho
ever, the situation is not entirely hopeless. Capillary wa
are the only Goldstone bosons present in the system and
may safely assume that they are the only fluctuations
remain important outside of the critical region. Further si
plification can be achieved by neglecting the coupling
long-wavelength capillary wave fluctuations to the local
terfacial structure. This leads to a simple picture in which
interface is described by two ingredients@4#: the local inter-
face position, a functionh that parametrizes a two
dimensional surface and is distributed according to a ca
lary wave HamiltonianH$h%; and local intrinsic profiles,
which are centered around the local interface position, bu
not depend onh otherwise, and which can be calculate
within an appropriate mean field theory. The intrinsic pr
files characterize the interface on a certain length scale
has yet to be specified, i.e., the coarse graining length.
theory thus assumes that one can define a coarse gra
length on which mean field theory provides a valid descr
tion of the interfacial structure. If this is the case, it should
related to one of the natural length scales in the system,
the radius of gyration of the chains, the intrinsic width of t
interface, or some microscopic length such as the mono
size.

We shall quantify this picture in more detail for the sp
cial case of a planar interface. Neglecting bubbles and o
hangs, the local interface position can then be parametr
by a single-valued functionh(x,y). Long-wavelength capil-
lary fluctuations basically cost the free energy associa
with the increase of interfacial area. Hence the capilla
wave Hamiltonian is given by@5,7,8#
728 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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HCW$h%5sE dx dy$A11~]h/]x!2A11~]h/]y!221%

'
s

2E dx dyu¹W hu2, ~1!

wheres is the interfacial tension andu¹W hu!1 has been as
sumed. Since it is essentially quadratic inh, thermal aver-
ages can be carried out easily. The functionalHCW can be
diagonalized by means of a Fourier transformation with
spect tox andy, resulting inHCW$h%5s/2 (q2uh(qW )u2, and
the thermal average ofh(qW ) takes the value

^uh~qW !u2&51/sq2. ~2!

For the local interface position, one finds a Gaussian he
distribution

PL~h!51/A2ps2exp~2h2/2s2!, ~3!

with

s25
1

4p2E dqW ^uh~qW !u2&5
1

2ps
lnS L

B0
D .

Here 2p/L and 2p/B0 had to be introduced as the lower an
upper cutoffs of the integral*dqW ^uh(qW )u2&;*dq/q, which
diverges both forq→0 and forq→`. The large lengthL is
set by the system size and the small lengthB0 is the coarse
graining length mentioned above on which the interface
sumes its ‘‘intrinsic’’ structure.

The intrinsic profiles can be calculated using one of
various sophisticated mean field approaches that have
specifically designed to study inhomogeneous polymer s
tems@9–12#. In our work, we use Helfand’s self-consiste
field theory, which treats the polymer chains as rand
walks in the self-consistent field created by the surround
polymers@9,13#. Given the intrinsic density profilerQ, intr(z)
of a given quantityQ, the total profilerQ(x,y,z) takes the
form rQ(x,y,z)5rQ, intr„z2h(x,y)… and after performing the
thermal average over the capillary wave fluctuations, o
obtains the ‘‘apparent’’ profiles~convolution approximation!

rQ,L~z!5E dh rQ, intr~z2h! PL~h!. ~4!

For example, the interfacial width that we define as

wªrY Ud~rA2rB!

dz
U

z5h

, ~5!

in a binary(AB) blend is broadened according to@5,14#

wL
25wintr

2 1
1

4s
lnS L

BD . ~6!

For polymer interfaces, this relation was originally deriv
by Semenov@5#, who suggested that the coarse graini
length is given byB5pwintr .
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The use of a sharp cutoffB in the capillary Hamiltonian is
of course not a rigorous procedure. Compared to the len
scaleB, the intrinsic width is not necessarily small and hen
it is possible that bulk fluctuations and fluctuations of t
local interface position become coupled on this small sc
Furthermore, higher-order terms such asuDhu2 could become
important. Thus a test of the accuracy of the present
proach is clearly warranted.

In the present paper we aim to provide a detailed tes
this picture. To this end, we have performed extensive Mo
Carlo simulations of interfaces between homopolym
phases in a symmetric binary(AB) homopolymer mixture,
using the bond fluctuation model@15–17#. The presence of
capillary waves at polymer interfaces has been demonstr
experimentally @7,8# and in Monte Carlo simulations
@14,18,19#. In an earlier study, we have established quant
tively the validity of capillary wave concepts for interface
confined in thin films and for effectively free interfaces, i.e
in the limit of large film thicknessD @14#. Interfacial profiles
of various quantities have also been obtained previou
from simulations@20# and compared to mean field predi
tions @21,14,22#.

In two of these studies@14,22#, capillary waves on length
scales down to a given coarse graining lengthB0 were sub-
tracted using a coarse graining procedure. However, a d
comparison between self-consistent field calculations
Monte Carlo results or experiments obviously faces the pr
lem that the coarse graining length of the intrinsic profiles
as yet not known. In previous work@14,22# it was chosen
somewhatad hoc such that the measured interfacial wid
compares well with the calculated width. The way in whi
this ‘‘optimal choice’’ of the coarse graining length depen
on the model parameters, i.e., on the various natural len
scales in the system, was not investigated.

The present work therefore attempts a systematic stud
this coarse graining length, in particular its dependence
the chain length and the chain incompatibility. To this en
we have calculated profiles as a function of the coarse gr
ing length and performed systematic variations of both
chain lengthN and the Flory-Huggins parameterx. As we
shall see, our results can be brought into agreement with
self-consistent field profiles when using a coarse grain
length that scales roughly likeB}wSCF@123.1/xN#, where
wSCF is the width of the self-consistent field profile. This
one of the main results of this work. On the other han
intrinsic profiles are also interesting in their own right. W
shall see for the case of density profiles for contacts wit
chains and between chains~contact numbers! that the intrin-
sic profiles may actually differ qualitatively from appare
profiles.

Our paper is organized as follows. In the next section
introduce the bond fluctuation model and the simulat
technique and comment briefly on the self-consistent fi
calculations. In Sec. III we analyze the capillary wave sp
trum of the interface and demonstrate how it can be use
different ways to extract the interfacial tensions @22#. Sec-
tion IV is then devoted to the discussion of various intrins
profiles and the coarse graining length. We summarize
conclude in Sec. V.
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II. MODEL AND TECHNICAL DETAILS

The bond fluctuation model is a refined lattice model
polymer fluids that has the advantage of combining the co
putational efficiency of a lattice model with high versatili
such that the actual structure of the fluid shows almost
signature of the structure of the underlying lattice. Polym
are modeled as chains of effective monomers, each occ
ing a cube~eight sites! of a simple cubic lattice, and thes
monomers are connected by bonds of variable length o
A5,A6, 3, orA10 lattice constants. At a volume fraction 0
or a monomer number density 1/16, the polymer fluid exh
its the characteristic properties of a dense melt, i.e., poly
conformations have almost ideal Gaussian chain statis
@23#. We consider homopolymers made of two differe
types of monomersA andB, which interact via a symmetric
potentialeAA5eBB52eAB52kBTe if they are less thanA6
lattice constants apart from each other~i.e., the interaction
shell includes 54 neighbor sites!. Most simulations were
done using polymers of lengthN532; the A and B ho-
mopolymers then demix ate.ec'0.014. However, we in-
crease the chain length up toN5256 in order to investigate
the chain length dependence of the coarse graining le
B0. A well-defined interface is enforced in the canonical e
semble in a thick film geometry (L3L3D), with periodic
boundary conditions in theL directions and walls that favo
A on one side andB on the other side. The wall interacts wit
the monomers in the first two layers near the wall and
interactions were chosen large enough that the walls are
ted by their favorite phase@24# ~e.g., for N532 and e
50.03, we chooseew50.1kBT). These boundary condition
ensure that the interface is on average located in the mi
of the film. The film thickness (D564 or 128! is large
enough compared toL (L5128) that the capillary wave fluc
tuations are limited by the system size rather than by the
thickness@14# and that the interactions of the interface wi
the walls are negligible. Hence the interface is basically fr
We equilibrate and sample the system using a combina
of local monomer moves@15#, slithering snake moves@25#,
and particle exchange moves. The autocorrelation time in
simulations will be discussed in Sec. III.

In order to analyze the interfacial fluctuations and intr
sic profiles, we split the system into columns of block s
B3B and heightD ~see Fig. 1! and determine the Gibb
dividing surfaceh(x,y) in each column@14#. This is done by
counting the number ofA monomersnA and ofB monomers
nB in the column and definingh5NAD/(NA1NB). Profiles
of various quantities are then taken relative to this positi
The block sizeB was varied to allow for a systematic anal
sis.

FIG. 1. Schematic picture of the block analysis.
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The results are compared to self-consistent field pre
tions within a simple Helfand-type theory. In this approac
the polymers are described as random walks with statist
weight

P$rW~¯ !%5N expF2
3

2b2E0

N

dsUdrW

ds
U2G ~7!

in an external field that is created by a monomer interact
potential

bF5
1

rb
E drWH xrA~rW !rB~rW !1

z

2
~rA1rB2rb!2J ~8!

with the monomer bulk densityrb . The basic parameters o
the model are the statistical segment lengthb, which charac-
terizes the random walk statistics of the chain, the Flo
Huggins parameterx, which describes the relative repulsio
between unlike monomers, and the inverse compressib
z51/rbkBTk. All these parameters can in principle be dete
mined by independent bulk simulations. The statistical s
ment length is related to the radius of gyration of the cha
Rg5bA(N21)/6. It depends weakly on the chain length;
fixed eN50.96, we findb(N)53.20(5)20.8(2)/AN and at
fixed e50.03,b(N)53.11(1)20.2(1)/AN. At chain length
N532 in particular, the statistical segment length takes
valueb53.06. The Flory-Huggins parameter depends on
monomer interaction parametere and on the average numbe
of interchain contacts of a monomer@26#, the ‘‘effective co-
ordination number’’zeff ,

x52zeffe. ~9!

The latter decreases with increasing chain length due to
effect of the correlation hole@12,27#. At fixed eN50.96, our
data can be described by the lawzeff(N)52.12(1)
22.97(6)/AN, which is comparable to the behavior in th
athermal system (e50): zeff(N)52.122.8/AN @26#. Finally,
the inverse compressibility has been estimated in an athe
system from the entropy densitys, z54.1 @28#. The detailed
independent knowledge of the system parameters allow
to compare the simulational results the self-consistent fi
calculations without adjustable parameter.

III. CAPILLARY WAVES

This section shall be concerned with the analysis of
pure capillary wave spectrum, not bothering yet with intri
sic profiles and coarse graining lengths. A somewhat sim
study has already been presented earlier by us@14#, hence we
shall be brief for the most part. Our analysis is needed h
to put our later results into context. In addition, we shall a
discuss how the capillary waves can be exploited in differ
ways to extract the interfacial tension.

The effect of capillary waves on the apparent profiles
the order parameterm(z)5@rA(z)2rB(z)#/r(z) is demon-
strated in Fig. 2 for different system sizesL. One clearly
recognizes how the interface broadens with increasingL.
Note that the relaxation time of the capillary waves a
grows with the system size and becomes very large since
forces that drive the capillary waves back are very small
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PRE 59 731‘‘INTRINSIC’’ PROFILES AND CAPILLARY WAVE S . . .
long wavelengths. It is crucial to ensure that the total len
of the simulation run is longer than the time scale that g
erns the dynamics of the slowest capillary mode. In orde
check this, we have calculated for each configuration
Fourier modes@18# of the local interface position function
h(x,y) in one direction,hi5h(qW i) with qW i5( i ,0)2p/L. The
slowest Fourier mode is the lowest mode withi 51. Thus the
quantity of interest is the decay timet of the corresponding
autocorrelation function

Chh~ t !5
^h1~ t !h1~0!&2^h1&

2

^h1
2&2^h1&

2
}exp~2t/t!. ~10!

It is shown in Fig. 3 for the lateral dimensionL5128 as a
function of e. The length of the simulation runs was gene
ally between 106 and 107 Monte Carlo steps. This is muc

FIG. 2. Apparent order parameter m(z)5@rA(z)
2rB(z)#/@rA(z)1rB(z)# vs the distance from the interface pos
tion z2zint in units of the lattice constant, for different system siz
L. Lines are fits to a tanh profilem(z)5mbtanh@(z2zint)/w#. The
parameters aree50.03 andN532.

FIG. 3. Autocorrelation timet of the slowest capillary wave
mode in units of Monte Carlo steps as a function ofe for chain
lengthN532. Four Monte Carlo steps correspond to one local h
ping attempt per monomer, three slithering snake trials per ch
and 0.1 canonical particle exchange moves.
h
-
o
e

-

longer than the autocorrelation timet for small e, but gets
close tot for e50.1. Hence the results for largee have to be
interpreted with some caution.

From the capillary wave spectrum, one can now calcul
the interfacial tension following three different strategies:~a!
direct inspection ofhi

2 as a function of (1/i )2 @Fig. 4~a!# and
use of Eq.~2!, ~b! determination of the widths of the local
height distribution functionPL(h) @Fig. 4~b!# and use of Eq.
~3!, and ~c! calculation of the apparent interfacial widthwL
as a function of system sizeL @Fig. 4~c!# and use of Eq.~6!.

Alternatively to ~c!, one can also simulate a single~very
large! system sizeL, perform the block analysis described
Sec. II, and studywB as a function of the block sizeB. This
is shown in Fig. 4~d!. For very smallB, local concentration
fluctuations become important and the description by Eq.~6!
no longer applies. At large enoughB, however, one observe
a nice logarithmic dependence, from which only the la
point atB5L deviates slightly. The latter can be understo
from the fact that the number of capillary modes contributi
to the broadening ofwB at B5L is reduced by 2 compared t
that in a larger system (L.B), due to the constraint of pe
riodic boundary conditions@14#.

The interfacial tensions obtained with these three differ
methods are compared with each other and with the theo
ical predictions in Fig. 5. The agreement is very good
small values of the Flory-Huggins parameterx, x,0.4 or
e,0.07. At larger incompatibilities, the data scatter ve
much due to the fact that the order of magnitude of the
laxation timet ~Fig. 3! gets close to the total length of th
simulation runs (53106 Monte Carlo steps!. In the same
regime, the values of the interfacial tensions derived acco
ing to ~a!, ~b!, and~c! differ systematically from each other
Those obtained by~b! are lowest, followed by~a! and ~c!.
We cannot exclude that the strategies~a!–~c! yield truly dif-
ferent values for the interfacial tension at high incompatib
ity x. Much longer runs would be needed to settle the qu
tion whether the deviations are systematic or due to
protracted long correlation times. Systematic deviations
also found close to the critical demixing point, atx,0.15 or
e,0.03. Here critical fluctuations come into play and t
capillary wave description of Eq.~1! does not apply any
longer on the length scales of the simulation. For comp
son, Fig. 5 also shows values of the interfacial tension t
have been calculated earlier by some of us using histog
reweighting techniques@20#. Within the statistical error,
these independent data agree well with the ones obta
here. The agreement with the theoretical prediction of
self-consistent field calculation is also quite good, especi
when the interfacial tension is determined according to~b!.

IV. INTRINSIC PROFILES

A. Density profiles and local compressibility

We now turn to the discussion of interfacial profiles. A
already emphasized in the Introduction, these generally
pend strongly on the choice of the coarse graining length
block sizeB. However, some properties of the interface c
also be discussed independently of the coarse grain
length: In the approximation~4!, capillary waves do not af-
fect the total excess of quantities. This holds in particular

-
n,
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FIG. 4. Illustration of different strategies to extract the interfacial tensions from the capillary wave spectrum. The chain length isN
532, the film thickness~c! D564 and~a!, ~b!, and~d! D5128, the system sizeL5128 except in~c!, ande varies as indicated. Lengths ar
given in units of the lattice constant.~a! Double logarithmic plot of the amplitudehi

2 of the i th Fourier mode in units of 1/L2 vs 1/i 2. The
inset shows the whole spectrum fore50.03. The capillary wave regime sets in atL/ i 510.7~arrow!. The theoretical prediction in this regim
is ^uhi u2&5@L/2p i #2s21 ~dashed line, inset!. ~b! Distribution P(h) of the local interface position at block sizeB58. Lines are fits to a
Gaussian distributionP(h)}exp(2h2/2s2). The theoretical prediction iss251/(2ps)ln(L/B). ~c! Apparent interfacial widthw2 as a function
of system sizeL. Lines are fits to the theoretical predictionwL

25wintr
2 11/(4s)ln(L/B). ~d! Apparent interfacial widthw2 as a function of

block sizeB. Arrows show the self-consistent field predictionwSCF.
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the total densityr5rA1rB : Hence the total mass reductio
in the interfacial area should not depend on the coarse gr
ing length.

To illustrate this, Fig. 6 shows the total density profil
obtained from coarse graining over blocks of different s
B58 or B5L5128. The profiles broaden for largerB, but
the depth of the density dip decreases in turn and the t
area remains constant. Also shown is the prediction of
self-consistent field theory for different values of the inve
compressibilityz. The bulk compressibility of the melt ha
been determined in earlier work, leading toz54.1 @28#.
However, Fig. 6 indicates that the theoretical profiles cal
lated with this value are not compatible with the simulati
data. Good agreement is reached withz51.9, i.e., assuming
a ‘‘local compressibility’’ at the interface that is more tha
twice as high as in the bulk. Interestingly, this value ofz
seems to lead to a good description of the simulation d
independent of the Flory-Huggins parameterx and the chain
lengthN. This is demonstrated in Fig. 7 for a wide range
in-

e

al
e

e

-

ta

f

monomer interactionse @Fig. 7~a!# and chain lengthsN @Fig.
7~b!#.

In order to further quantify this finding, we plot the dep
of the dip in the density profiles at block sizeB58 as a
function of e in Fig. 8 and compare it with the theoretica
prediction forz51.9 andz54.1. The block sizeB58 was
used because the overall shape of the profiles is best fitte
the theory for this choice~cf. Sec. IV B and Fig. 7!. The
theoretical prediction forz51.9 agrees extremely well with
the simulation data; even the deviations from the straight
at smalle are reproduced quantitatively. In contrast, the p
diction for z54.1 does not fit the data at all.

Hence it appears that the local density variations at
interface are governed by a local compressibility that diff
significantly from the overall compressibility of the mel
The reason for this unexpected finding is not clear. Previ
simulation studies of local bulk density fluctuations in
similar system have rather suggested that the compressib
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should slightly increase on short length scales@29#. This
question will clearly need to be investigated further in futu
studies.

B. Intrinsic width and ‘‘coarse graining length’’

Next we consider the density profilerA(z) of a single
component that is much more fundamentally affected by
capillary waves. As explained in Sec. II, it is used to loca
the interface position and to define the interfacial widthw
@Eq. ~5!#. Figure 4~d! shows the interfacial width as a func
tion of block sizeB for variouse and fixed chain lengthN
532, also indicating the predictions of the self-consist

FIG. 5. Interfacial tensions in units of the~lattice constant!22

as a function of the Flory-Huggins parameterx, as obtained with
the different methods illustrated in Fig. 4. Also shown are indep
dent values from Mu¨ller et al. @20#, measured from bulk simula
tions with histogram reweighting techniques. The solid line sho
the self-consistent field prediction and the dashed line the str
segregation limitsSSL5rbAx/6.

FIG. 6. Total density profiler(z) in units of rb vs z in units of
the lattice constant as measured at block sizeB58 ~open squares!
andB5L5128 ~filled circles!. Lines show the self-consistent fiel
prediction for the compressibility parameterz54.1 ~dashed! and
z51.9 ~solid!. The parameters areN532 ande50.1.
e
e

t

field theory. For all values ofe, the theoretical prediction and
the simulation results agree best with each other if the bl
sizeB is chosenB58. This is demonstrated even more co
vincingly in Fig. 9, which compares the interfacial width fo
block size B58 and B5L5128 with the self-consisten
field results (z51.9 andz54.1) over a wide range of the
Flory-Huggins parameterx. Except very close to the critica
point, the quantitative agreement forB58 is very good.
Note that the theoretical curves for the interfacial width
not depend very strongly on the inverse compressibilityz.
The most notable compressibility effect is observed wh
plotting w in units of wSSL5b/A6x. In an incompressible
blend,w/wSSL should approach one smoothly from above
x increases. In a compressible system, it first decrea
reaches a minimum, and then rises again. This is found c
sistently both in the simulations and in the self-consist
field calculations forz51.9.

We turn to the discussion of the optimal choice of t
block size B, which is the coarse graining length for th
intrinsic profiles mentioned in the Introduction. As discuss
there, it should be related to some natural length scale of
system, i.e., some microscopic length such as the mono

-

s
g

FIG. 7. Total density profiles for block sizeB58 ~a! at chain
lengthN532 for differente and~b! at fixedeN50.96 for different
N. Lines show the predictions of the self-consistent field the
usingz51.9.
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size or statistical segment length, the intrinsic width, or
radius of gyration of the chains. In the first case, it should
independent of bothe and N. In the second case, it shou
depend one. So far, we have seen no indication of such
dependence; however, the interfacial width varies so li
with e in the range considered by us~Fig. 9! that we cannot
draw any conclusions from this observation. In the last ca
it should scale likeAN with the chain lengthN.

In order to test the different possibilities, we have p
formed simulations for chain lengthsN of up to 256, keeping
eithere constant (e50.03) oreN constant (eN50.96). The
resulting interfacial width is shown as a function of blo
size and compared with the self-consistent field prediction
Fig. 10. One finds that the optimal block sizeB0 now differs
for the different parameters and depends on the chain le
N.

The results are summarized in Fig. 11. At fixedeN
50.96, i.e., at constantxN, the optimal block sizeB0 scales
like B0}AN}1/Ax @Fig. 11~a!, inset#. This rules out the pos
sibility that B0 should be related to some microscopic leng
scale and establishes a relationship of the formB0

5Rgf (xN)5wSCFf̃ (xN). ~Note that wSCF}Rg /AxN@1
2a/xN1¯] 21/2 with a'2.5 @30,31#.! At fixed e50.03,
i.e., at constantx, the optimal block sizeB0 first increases
with N, but levels off faster thanAN at the largest chain
length N5256 @Fig. 11~a!#. The data seem to approach
constant in the strong segregation limitN→`. This long
chain length behavior becomes even clearer when plot
B0 /wSCF as a function 1/xN @Fig. 11~b!#. The data can be
described satisfactorily by the function

B053.8wSCF@123.1~xN!21# ~11!

and all three data sets, those for variable chain lengthN at
fixed incompatibilitye ~circles!, those for variable incompat
ibility at fixed chain length~asterisks!, and those where the
chain length and incompatibility have been varied such t

FIG. 8. Depth of the density dipdr512r(0)/rb vs e for the
profiles obtained at block sizeB58 @Fig. 7~a!#, compared to the
self-consistent field prediction forz51.9 ~solid line! and z54.1
~short dashed line!. The arrow indicates the critical demixing valu
of e.
e
e

e

e,

-

n

th

g

t

the producteN remains constant, collapse onto this sing
master curve. Hence our simulational results suggest tha
coarse graining length is a multiple of the intrinsic wid
subjected to strong chain end corrections of order 1/xN.
Note that the pronounced chain end effects are rather u
pected because we have used the self-consistent field r
in Eq. 11, which already includes a correction of a simi
form.

Upon increasing the incompatibility at fixed chain lengt
the interfacial widthwSCF decreases and the chain end co
rection factor toB0 increases. Therefore, the actual value
the optimal block sizeB for chain lengthN532 has a maxi-
mum atx'0.2 and varies very little (B'7) in the range of
x considered in the previous sections,xP@0.1, 0.8#. This
explains why such good results were obtained with cons
block sizeB58.

Hence we have shown that our simulation data can

FIG. 9. Interfacial widthw in ~a! absolute units~lattice constant!

and ~b! units of wSSL5b/A6x at block sizeB58 ~open squares!
and B5L5128 ~filled circles! vs the Flory-Huggins parameterx.
Lines show the theoretical prediction of the self-consistent fi
theory atz51.9 ~solid!, z54.1 ~short dashed!, and the strong seg
regation limit wSSL ~long dashed!. Arrow indicates critical demix-
ing valuexc .
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analyzed consistently within the concepts that we have d
veloped in the Introduction, i.e., assuming the existence
intrinsic profiles that can be obtained from mean field theo
and are broadened by capillary waves.

C. Intrinsic profiles of other quantities

In this section we shall discuss selected profiles of oth
quantities and relate them to self-consistent field predictio
We restrict ourselves to chain lengthN532 and calculate the
intrinsic profiles by coarse graining over blocks of block siz
B58 for a broad range of incompatibilities.

Figure 12 shows profiles of the relative density of cha
ends. They enrich at the interface for entropic reasons. T
in turn creates a depletion zone at a distance of a radius
gyration from the center of the interface. The height of th
peak is slightly underestimated by the theory, yet the over
agreement is still good.

Next we consider the orientational properties of chain
Polymers generally tend to orient themselves parallel to s
faces and interfaces. Two different factors are involved
this behavior: reorientation of chains without distortion o

FIG. 10. Squared apparent interfacial widthw2 as a function of
block sizeB in absolute units~lattice constants! for different chain
lengths and~a! eN50.965const and~b! e50.035const. Arrows
indicate the self-consistent field predictions. They are used to re
off the optimal block sizeB.
e-
f

y

r
s.

is
of
e
ll

.
r-
n

the intrinsic shape, i.e., at constant absolute value of the
dius of gyration or end-to-end vector, and chain compressi
towards the interface. The self-consistent field theory f
Gaussian chains can handle only chain compression since
x, y, andz directions are decoupled in random walks~i.e., the
x andy componentsRee,x

2 andRee,y
2 are not affected by the

presence of the interface!. In our simulations, both effects are
present, yet chain compression is by far dominant@Fig.
13~a!#. Thez component of the end-to-end vector is reduce
to almost 30% at the interface. The profiles ofRee,z

2 are very
well reproduced by the self-consistent field calculation
even in details such as the slight overshoot at distances fr
the interface of about two radii of gyration. The agreement
not quite as good when looking separately at the orientati
of chains that are in their minority phase. Close to the inte

ad

FIG. 11. Optimal block sizeB0 for different chain lengthsN and
e for eN50.965const ~open squares!, e50.035const ~filled
circles!, and N5325const ~asterisks!, ~a! in absolute units as a
function of chain lengthN @inset in~a!#, in units ofRg as a function
of 1/N, and~b! in units ofwSCF as a function of 1/xN. Also shown
in ~a! is the slope1

2, i.e., AN and in ~b! a fit of the data toB
53.8wSCF(123.1/xN).
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face, Ree,x
2 and Ree,y

2 are then found to increase by up
50%, which indicates that chain reorientation takes place
that the chains are even somewhat stretched parallel to
interface. Deep in the bulk, the total dimensions of minor
chains are reduced compared to those of majority ch
@Fig. 13~b!; cf. Ref. @32##.

Another quantity of interest is the bond orientational p
rameterqb that characterizes the orientation of single bon

qb5
^ l z

2&2~^ l x
2&1^ l y

2&!/2

^ lW2&
, ~12!

where lW are the bond vectors. The bond orientational para
eter is positive for perpendicular orientation and negative
parallel orientation. Figure 14 shows profiles ofqb for vari-
ous values of the monomer interaction strengthe. Like
whole chains, single segments also orient parallel to the
terface, but to a much lesser extent@20#. Segment orienta-
tions are not accessible to self-consistent field studies
Gaussian chains since random walks do not have w
defined tangent vectors. In order to calculate them, one
to resort to a different chain model, e.g., the wormlike ch
model that describes chains as strings of fixed contour len
with a conformational weight functional governed by a ben
ing rigidity h @33,34#. The latter is related to the statistic
segment length viab5A2ha, where a is the monomer
length. In the case of the bond fluctuation model, subseq
bonds are essentially uncorrelated except for the fact
they cannot fold back onto themselves. Henceb'a or h
'1/2 seems like a reasonable guess for the effective ben
stiffness. Bond orientational profiles have been calcula
earlier within the wormlike chain model fore50.1 and vari-
ous values ofh @21#. At h50.5, the minimum ofqb at the
center of the interface takes the valueqb520.025, i.e., it
underestimates the simulations by a factor of 2. Better ag
ment for alle is reached withh51.2. However, such a high
bending stiffness would imply that the monomer length
unreasonably small,a51.97, which is smaller than smalle
possible bond length 2 in the bond fluctuation model. T

FIG. 12. Normalized density of chain endsre(z) vs z in units of
the lattice constant for chain lengthN532 and differente. Profiles
were taken at block sizeB58.
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average bond length isA^ l &252.62. Thus one is led to sus
pect that the wormlike chain model does not describe
chains of the bond fluctuation model any better than
Gaussian chain model. Note that the wormlike chain mo
reduces to the Gaussian chain model in the limith→0 @34#.
However, by taking account of the detailed chain archit
ture in the mean field framework better agreement could
achieved@22#.

Finally, we shall examine the profiles of the average co
tact number density for contacts between monomers of
ferent chainsNinter and between monomers of the same ch
Nintra. One of the fundamental assumptions of the mean fi
theory is that they should behave likerm, wherer is the total
density of monomers andm is the number of polymer chain
involved in a contact, henceNinter}r2 and Nintra}r. Every
deviation from this ‘‘trivial’’ dependence thus also indicate
a deviation from mean field theory. Note that the ra
Ninter/r in the bulk phases is the effective coordination nu
ber zeff that we have used throughout this paper to calcu
the Flory-Huggins parameterx from the interaction strength

FIG. 13. x/y components~filled symbols! and z components
~open symbols! of the squared end-to-end vector^Ree,i

2 & in units of
the bulk valueb2(N21)/3 as a function of the distancez of the
midpoint from the center of the interface~in units of the lattice
constant! for ~a! all chains and~b! A chains only. The parameter
are N532, block sizeB58, ande as indicated. Lines show the
predictions of the self-consistent field theory.
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e @Eq. ~9!#. The profiles ofNinter(z)/r(z)2 andNintra(z)/r(z)
are shown for variouse in Fig. 15. According to the mean
field assumption mentioned above, these quantities shou
constant. In the simulations, they have a rather comp
structure. Generally, the chains rearrange in the vicinity of
interface as to increase the number of intrachain contac
the expense of the interchain contacts. Right at the cente
the interface, however, the trend is opposite: The rela
number of interchain contacts has a maximum and the n
ber of intrachain contacts decreases. This is presum
caused in part by the enrichment of chain ends at the in
face. Furthermore, an additional entropic effect comes
play very close to a sharp interface: Two monomers of
same chain that are in contact are connected by a clo
loop. If they are located in the immediate vicinity of a sha
interface, the loop can only extend into a half space tha
entropically much less favorable than if the full space w
available like further away from the interface. Thus the nu
ber of intrachain contacts is reduced at the interface. We n
that this fine structure of contact number profiles has
been observed in previous studies of interfacial structu
that did not separate intrinsic profiles from capillary wav
@20#. Hence this is the example of a case where intrin
profiles differ qualitatively from their capillary wave broad
ened counterpart. Otherwise, the capillary broadening d
not affect the qualitative shape of the profiles.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented extensive Monte C
simulations of homopolymer interfaces and analyzed th
within the framework of a theory@4# that conceives the in
terface as a two-dimensional surface embedded in space
decorated by intrinsic profiles that can be obtained by m
field theory. We have shown that our results are compat
with such a picture. The intrinsic profiles are in good agr
ment with those obtained from the self-consistent fi
theory on the length scale of a coarse graining lengthB0. The
comparison between Monte Carlo simulation and s

FIG. 14. Bond orientational order parameterq(z) vsz in units of
the lattice constant for chain lengthN532, block sizeB58, ande
as indicated. Lines show the predictions of the self-consistent fi
theory for a wormlike chain model with chain stiffnessh51.2 ~see
the text for an explanation!.
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consistent field calculations indicates that this length sc
exhibits a dependence of the formB053.8wSCF(1
23.1/xN). In the long chain length limit this behavior is in
qualitative agreement with the suggestion of Semenov@5#,
B5pw; however, we find pronounced chain end correction
We have to note that our raw simulation data do not ine
tably lend themselves to such an interpretation. Nothing
the curves shown in Fig. 10 indicates that there should
anything special about the self-consistent field widthwSCF or
about the coarse graining lengthB for which wB5wSCF. The
capillary wave description seems to be valid down to leng
scales much smaller than that, down to block sizes of ab
B'4. It is conceivable that the interface on these leng
scales can still be described by intrinsic profiles, whi
would then have nothing to do with the self-consistent fie
prediction. On the other hand, the local interfacial structu
will presumably not decouple from the fluctuations of th
interfacial position on length scales smaller than the exte
sion of the chains and something analogous to the convo
tion approximation is rather unlikely to be valid. This poin

ld

FIG. 15. Profiles of~a! normalized number of interchain con
tacts Ninter(z)/r(z)2 vs z in units of the lattice constant and~b!
normalized number of self-contactsNself(z)/r(z) vs z for different
e. The inset in~b! shows the number of contacts with direct neigh
bors along the chain. The parameters areN532 andB58.
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will need further consideration in the future. So far, the m
merit of our analysis is to have provided insight on the v
lidity range of the self-consistent field theory and on t
length scale on which it is applicable. A theory describi
the local interfacial structure on length scales much sma
thanwSCF has yet to be tested and established. For exam
the P-RISM theory by Schweizer and Curro@12#, which puts
much more emphasis on the local liquid structure, is poss
a promising candidate. Such a theory will also hopefu
contribute to clarify the reason for the rather high negat
excess of total density in the interfacial region, which w
have discussed in Sec. IV A.
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